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Abstract Kosi River starts from Tibet in China, gains momentum in Nepal, enters
India to join the Ganges. Kosi is a young river. Chatara as nodal point, Kosi had
shifted westward for about 120 km in past 250 years showing a cone (80 km long
and 150 km wide alluvial fan) building activity, prior to its embankment in 1959.
The major aim of Kosi barrage was to control flood in Bihar; irrigation, hydro-
electricity generation, land reclamation, fishing and navigation were less impor-
tant. Although it prevented major floods in Bihar for about 50 years, the Project
was disputed. Some scholars also raised environmental and safety concerns. Kosi
is a heavy sediment carrying river (80 million m3/year). So far no effective method
has been developed to avoid siltation upstream of the barrage. The riverbed
continued to rise at about 0.05 m per year leading to a situation when it was 4–5 m
above the land outside the embankments. Due to sloping landscape, Kosi breached
eastern bank in its weakest part and followed some of its old channels. The 2008
flood took 527 lives, inundated 116,000 ha of land and left 234,000 people
homeless. The 2008 Kosi flood has been considered as manmade for failure to
address the sedimentation problem upstream of the barrage with effective counter
measures, no regular repair and maintenance work of the upstream embankments
and delay in opening the barrage gates. As a solution, India is lobbying for Kosi
269 m high dam 40 km north of present barrage. The proposal first suggested in
1937 has been opposed by Nepalese scholars. Scientific researches on the ways to
reduce the sediment load from upstream and to increase the silt clearing capacity
downstream are needed. Nepal–China–India trilateral close cooperation is called
for producing a long-term solution.
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1 Introduction

Kosi River starts from Tibet in China, gains momentum in Nepal where it becomes
Saptakosi at Chatara, enters India to join the Ganges, as shown in Fig. 1. It has
total catchment area of 69,300 km2 (29,400 km2 in China, 30,700 km2 in Nepal
and 9,200 km2 in India). Its watershed includes parts of south Tibet north of
Mount Everest and the eastern third of Nepal (Kattelmann 1991). Termed ‘‘Sorrow
of Bihar’’, Kosi is a young river. Chatara as nodal point, Kosi had shifted westward
for about 120 km in past 250 years showing a cone (80 km long and 150 km wide
alluvial fan) building activity (See Fig. 2), prior to its embankment in 1959 and
completion of barrage in 1964 following the severe floods in 1953–1954 and
subsequent Indo-Nepal Kosi Treaty of 1954.

Through the history, Kosi River has been mainly described as an untameable
river that had given northern Bihar continuous problems and solutions are still

Fig. 1 Saptakosi River
watershed (Source Salman
and Uprety 2002)
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being developed to cope with the challenge. So far efforts in the past, especially
the 1959 embankment, have brought positive results in dealing with Kosi River.
Compared to regular inundations and floods, post-barrage events including the
2008 flood are less severe. However, the embankments have failed in many
instances, as listed in Table 1.

2 Was There Human Factor in Kosi Flood 2008?

As early as 1966, scientific concerns were shown that the flood embankments
could not prevent the shifting tendency of the Kosi course (Gole and Chitale
1966). Although it prevented major floods in Bihar for about 50 years, the Project
was disputed. Many scientists continued to caution that Kosi barrage was on verge
of breach; worries had been expressed that a disaster was inevitable; the 2008 flood
rectified their concerns: it took 527 lives, inundated 116,000 ha of land and left
234,000 people homeless. Figure 3 shows the breached portion and Fig. 4 shows
the flow of Kosi during 2008 flood.

Kosi is a heavy sediment carrying river (80 million m3/year) due to cloudburst,
Asian monsoon, masswasting, and Himalayan landslides (Shrestha et al. 2010). No
effective measure had been taken to avoid siltation upstream of the barrage. With

Fig. 2 Position of Kosi
River taken from 11 selected
historical maps. The channel
positions shown in this
diagram, illustrate an east–
west oscillating movement of
Kosi channel (modified after
Gole and Chitale 1966)
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help of satellite images and a field visit, Sinha (2009) has concluded that the river
has been moving towards the eastern embankment around Kusaha region at least
since 1979 and a breach in the embankment at Kusaha was detected as early as 5th
August 2008, that a well-defined seepage channel parallel to the eastern afflux
bund formed some years ago. The surveys in 1963 and 197 upstream of the barrage
showed that the riverbed continued to rise at about 0.05 m per year (Thapa 2004).
The river bed around the western afflux bund was observed to be at least 4–5 m
higher than the surrounding floodplain level (Mishra 2008; Dixit 2008; Sinha
2009) (See Fig. 5). Due to sloping landscape it was normal for Kosi to breach
eastern bank in its weakest part and follow some of its old channels. Worries had
been expressed that such a disaster was inevitable; the 2008 flood rectified their
concerns: it took 527 lives, inundated 116,000 ha of land and left 234,000 people
homeless.

At least three points indicate the 2008 Kosi flood as manmade: failure to
address the sedimentation problem upstream of the barrage with effective counter
measures, no regular repair and maintenance work of the upstream embankments,
and the breach of embankment at a discharge of 144,000 cusecs (cubic feet per
second), far below its maximum designed capacity of 950,000 cusecs, due to delay
in opening the barrage gates.

Inadequacy of proper communication has been demonstrated by some field
research scientists in relation to failure in containing the Kosi floods. (Shrestha

Table 1 Breaches in the Kosi embankments

Years Place breached Remarks

1963 Dalwa (Nepal) No casualty
1968 Near Jamalpur in Darbhanga district
1971 Bhatania approach bund downstream

of Bhimnagar
1980 Near Bahuarawa in Saharsa district Eroded the eastern embankment but water receded

quickly after the breach
1984 Near Hempur village in Saharsa

district
Eastern embankment. Affected 50 lakhs of people

in Saharsa and Supaul districts
1987 Samani and Ghoghepur villages of

the Mahisi block of Saharsa
district

Western embankment

1991 Joginia Eroded the embankment for a stretch of about
2 km, but receded without causing any damage

2008 Kusaha (Nepal) Affected approximately 3,000 sq km of area; a
number of houses, schools, roads, and
hospitals were damaged due to the flow of the
river. A total of 33,45,545 people and 7,12,140
animals from 993 villages of 412 panchayats
of 35 blocks of 5 districts were affected out of
which 239 humans and 1,232 animals lives
were lost

Source Sinha 2009
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et al. 2009) (Fig. 6). These include irregularities in working meetings of concerned
joint committees and field inspections/monitoring of the barrage.

3 Challenges with Proposed Kosi High Dam

As a solution to the failing Kosi project, India is lobbying for Kosi 269 m high
dam 40 km north of present barrage. The proposal first suggested in 1937 has been
opposed by Nepalese scholars on many accounts: similar siltation problem, life-
span of just 37 years (versus 25 years that of present barrage), submergence of
about 324 km2 of Nepal’s fertile river valleys displacing over 75,000 people, and
increased possibility of earthquakes in already seismically vulnerable area.

The fact that Nepal is a seismically vulnerable zone is well established. Bilham
(1995) has presented some major earthquakes in the Himalayas as given in Fig. 7.

Fig. 3 Kosi flowing in breached portion (Pun 2009)
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4 The Way Ahead

Kosi River is not just a source of problems; it is also a resource that has immense
potential for utilization in economic development. It supplies water to the densely
populated South Asia—screening the Department of. Hydrology and. Meteorology,
Nepal records from 1977 to 2008 showed its minimum water flow was 6526 cusecs
(28 March 2001) and an average discharge of 1564 cumecs. It can fulfil the
household and agricultural needs of southern Nepal, Bihar and significant part of
nearby areas of India. Besides, it has a potential for hydroelectricity generation of
22,350 MW (of which 10,860 MW is economically exploitable) and it also provides
the best option for waterway to landlocked country.

Prudent approach to minimize the Kosi problems would be carrying out sci-
entific research on the ways to reduce the sediment load from upstream and to
increase the silt clearing capacity of the river downstream. Nepal–China–India
trilateral close cooperation is called for producing a long-term solution.

Fig. 4 Kosi megafan showing the flood water flow path after the August 2008 avulsion (after
NRSA, http:www.//fmis.bih.nic.in/Kosi_Flood%20Map/aug22-23_Bihar-Nepal-map.pdf). Note a
shift of the Kosi channel by about 60 km to the east (as measured along AB). (Chakraborty et al.
2010)
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The problem of Kosi flooding is a problem of sediment (Durham Report 2011).
Any solution which can deal with sediment that the river supplies to the plains of
Bihar will also address issue of unexpected and catastrophic shifts in the river, as
occurred in 2008.

The management of Kosi River Basin can benefit from a new ‘‘sediment
transport system’’ adopted by Japan that proposed the outline of sediment man-
agement policy—integrated sediment system management—in the future in July
1998 by considering all aspects, from mountains include forests to shorelines, and
proposed the promotion of total sediment management (Kashiwai 2005) along
with the following strategies for specific areas: Areas upstream Mountain and foot
of a mountain area, alluvial fan—steep and rapid flow; Hillside works: reducing
sediment yield from hillside slope; Check dam: conserving forest area, preventing
excess sediment flow to areas downstream; Retarding basin: preventing excess
sediment flow to areas downstream; Countermeasures for reservoir sedimentation:
reducing reservoir sedimentation. Areas downstream foot protection works: sta-
bilizing embankment; groundsill: preventing scoring, stabilizing riverbed; prohi-
bition of sand and gravel removal: preventing riverbed degradation; riverbed
excavation: preventing riverbed aggradations, conserving water quality; spur dike:
restoration of pools.

Fig. 5 Dry Kosi barrage (Pun 2009)
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There is a need to work with the river to allow some degree of dynamic
behaviour, but in a way that does not compromise the people and communities on
the fan (Kashiwai 2005).

In the plains, a low-cost and sustainable approach should consider breaches to
be made and maintained in the embankments that line the river, so that controlled
flows of water and sediment can be released down old channels on the Kosi River.
By allowing controlled releases of sediment and water during high flows of the
Kosi, at levels which can be adequately conveyed by each of the old channels, the
uncontrolled and catastrophic shift of the river system could be avoided. This
approach would also decrease pressure on the existing flood defences.

The embankments along with rail-road network in the Kosi region have also
caused severe drainage congestion resulting in a much longer period of inundation
and extensive water logging. Reinstatement of drainage pathway is an urgent need.
The paleochannels on the Kosi fan is needed to be identified and reactivated by

Fig. 6 Communication gaps prior to Kosi flood 2008 (modified after Shrestha et al. 2009)
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connecting them to the main channel using regulation structures and can be
maintained as natural channels.

The use of modern technologies such as remote sensing and GIS, GPS-based
surveys and echo sounding for river bed and floodplain mapping must be adopted
on a routine basis and the database should be continuously updated.

In KRB management, an integrated plan involving all stakeholders (Nepal,
India and China) is necessary. It should include engineering and non-engineering
methods. Short-term and near future projects should include small-scale dams,
strengthening of conservation areas, watershed management, irrigation and
hydropower projects in the upper reaches of the basin, and focus on employment
generating small-scale eco-friendly industries such as tourism. Long-term targets
should include sustainable development, inter-river linkage canal systems, scien-
tific agriculture systems, integrated watershed management, payment for envi-
ronment and resilience to disasters. Good science, good technology and equitable
basin-wise development can succeed in getting support from concerned local
communities which leads to further cooperation and trust among the member
countries.
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